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Abstract
A method of fabricating a foamed, injection-molded component is provided. The method includes the step of introducing a liquid, a nucleating agent and a polymer into an injection barrel of an injection molding machine. The liquid, the nucleating agent and the polymer are injected into a mold corresponding in shape to the component and the component is released from the mold.
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FIG. 2

SURFACE ROUGHNESS (μm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLES</th>
<th>SALT CONCENTRATION IN SOLUTION (wt%)</th>
<th>SALT SOLUTION FEED RATE (ml/min)</th>
<th>SHOT VOLUME (cm³)</th>
<th>NITROGEN OR WATER (wt%)</th>
<th>PACKING TIME (s)</th>
<th>BACK PRESSURE (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-S</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-N</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>- - - -</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-6</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLES</th>
<th>YOUNG'S MODULUS (MPa)</th>
<th>SPECIFIC YOUNG'S MODULUS (MPa* m³/Kg)</th>
<th>ULTIMATE STRENGTH (MPa)</th>
<th>SPECIFIC ULTIMATE STRENGTH (MPa* m³/Kg)</th>
<th>STRAIN AT BREAK (mm / mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-S</td>
<td>1.0E+03</td>
<td>8.69E-01</td>
<td>6.39E+01</td>
<td>5.55E-02</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-N</td>
<td>8.83E+02</td>
<td>8.89E-01</td>
<td>4.70E+01</td>
<td>4.74E-02</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-1</td>
<td>1.01E+03</td>
<td>9.52E-01</td>
<td>5.17E+01</td>
<td>4.86E-02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-2</td>
<td>9.72E+02</td>
<td>9.56E-01</td>
<td>4.90E+01</td>
<td>4.81E-02</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-3</td>
<td>9.86E+02</td>
<td>9.34E-01</td>
<td>4.99E+01</td>
<td>4.73E-02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-4</td>
<td>9.66E+02</td>
<td>9.43E-01</td>
<td>4.91E+01</td>
<td>4.79E-02</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-5</td>
<td>9.86E+02</td>
<td>9.34E-01</td>
<td>5.09E+01</td>
<td>4.82E-02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-6</td>
<td>9.52E+02</td>
<td>9.34E-01</td>
<td>4.87E+01</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-7</td>
<td>1.0E+03</td>
<td>9.45E-01</td>
<td>5.11E+01</td>
<td>4.83E-02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-W-8</td>
<td>9.66E+02</td>
<td>9.39E-01</td>
<td>4.88E+01</td>
<td>4.75E-02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 4**
METHOD OF FABRICATING AN INJECTION MOLDED COMPONENT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to injection molding, and in particular, to a method for fabricating an injection molded component with better surface quality and lower weight than prior components.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

As is known, microcellular injection molding is a process wherein a supercritical fluid is introduced into a liquid polymer prior to the polymer being injected into a mold. The polymer solidifies in the mold to form a desired component. The introduction of the supercritical fluid prior to injection of the polymer into the mold causes tiny bubbles to be distributed throughout the molded component. By providing tiny bubbles in the molded component, the amount of material necessary to mold the component is reduced, while the dimensional stability of the molded component is improved. Hence, this microcellular injection molding process, often referred to as “microcellular foaming,” allows for the production of lightweight and dimensionally stable plastic components with complex geometries while reducing the amount of raw material.

By way of example, Xu, U.S. Pat. No. 6,322,347 discloses a system and a method for the production of foams, and, in particular microcellular foams. The systems include a restriction element that reduces the backflow of polymer melt in an extruder while polymeric material is injected into a mold or ejected from a die. The restriction element is positioned upstream of a blowing agent injection port to maintain the solution of polymer and blowing agent in the extruder above a minimum pressure throughout an injection or ejection cycle, and preferably above the critical pressure required for the maintenance of a single-phase solution of polymer and blowing agent. Typically, the blowing agent is a gas, e.g., nitrogen gas, in its supercritical state. It is contemplated for the system to be used in injection molding, blow molding, or any other processing technique that includes injection or ejection cycles. In some embodiments, the system utilizes a reciprocating screw for injection or ejection of the single-phase solution. In other embodiments, the system includes an accumulator connected to an outlet of the extruder, in which a plunger moves to inject polymeric material into a mold or eject polymeric material from a die.

While functional for its intended purpose, the system and method disclosed in the ‘347 patent have certain disadvantages. Initially, it is noted that specialized equipment disclosed in the ‘347 patent, along with the need for supercritical fluids or blowing agents, increases the price of this technology. Further, the surface quality of components fabricated in accordance with the system and method of the ‘347 patent have a tendency to be irregular and/or rough. As such, there exists a need for a method of fabricating injection molded components which costs less and which produces components with better surface quality than current methods.

Therefore, it is a primary object and feature of the present invention to provide a method for fabricating injection molded components which produces components having better surface qualities than those components produced by current methods.

It is a further object and feature of the present invention to provide a method for fabricating injection molded components which produces lightweight components with comparable properties as those produced by current methods, but at a lower cost.

It is a further object and feature of the present invention to provide a method for fabricating injection molded components which is simple and may be performed with standard injection molding machinery.

In accordance with the present invention, a method of fabricating an injection-molded component is provided. The method includes the step of introducing a liquid, a nucleating agent and a polymer into an injection molding machine. The liquid, the nucleating agent and the polymer are injected into a mold corresponding in shape to the component and the component is released from the mold.

The injection molding machine includes a hopper communicating with the injection barrel. The liquid, the nucleating agent and the polymer are introduced into the hopper prior to introduction in the injection barrel. Thereafter, the polymer is plasticized in the injection barrel. It is contemplated for the liquid to be water and for the nucleating agent to be a salt, although common fillers such as talc and nanoclay may also be dispensed in the liquid prior to introduction into the injection barrel. An additive may also be introduced into the injection barrel. The additive alters a physical characteristic of the formed component.

In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention, a method of fabricating an injection-molded component is provided. The method includes the steps of dispersing a nucleating agent in a liquid, and introducing the liquid and a polymer into an injection barrel of an injection molding machine. The liquid and the polymer are injected into a mold corresponding in shape to the component. Thereafter, the component is released from the mold.

The injection molding machine includes a hopper communicating with the injection barrel. The liquid with the nucleating agent dispersed therein and the polymer are introduced into the hopper prior to introduction in the injection barrel. Thereafter, the polymer is plasticized in the injection barrel. It is contemplated for the liquid to be water and for the nucleating agent to be a salt, such as sodium chloride, although common fillers such as talc and nanoclay may also be used as the nucleating agent. The nucleating agent may be dispersed in the liquid by dissolution in the liquid. An additive may also be introduced into the injection barrel. The additive alters a physical characteristic of the formed component.

In accordance with a still further aspect of the present invention, a method of fabricating an injection-molded component is provided. The method includes the step of introducing the liquid and a polymer into an injection barrel of an injection molding machine. The polymer is plasticized in the injection barrel, and the liquid and the polymer are injected into a mold corresponding in shape to the component. Thereafter, the component is released from the mold.

The injection molding machine includes a hopper communicating with the injection barrel. The liquid, the nucleating agent and the polymer are introduced into the hopper prior to introduction in the injection barrel. It is contemplated for the liquid to be water and for the nucleating agent to be a salt, although common fillers such as talc and nanoclay may also be used as the nucleating agent. The nucleating agent may be
dispersed in the liquid prior to introduction into the injection barrel and/or dissolved in the liquid prior to introduction into the injection barrel. An additive may also be introduced into the injection barrel. The additive alters a physical characteristic of the formed component.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The drawings furnished herewith illustrate a preferred construction of the present invention in which the above advantages and features are clearly disclosed as well as others which will be readily understood from the following description of the illustrated embodiment.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an injection molding machine for use in performing the methodology of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a graphical representation of the surface roughness of components fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention as compared to components fabricated with conventional solid injection molding and current microcellular injection molding processes;

FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of various molding parameters used to fabricate components in accordance with the methodology of the present invention and components in accordance with conventional solid injection molding and current microcellular injection molding processes; and

FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of the mechanical properties of components fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention as compared to components fabricated with conventional solid injection molding and current microcellular injection molding processes.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS**

Referring to FIG. 1, an injection molding machine for use in performing the methodology of the present invention is generally designated by the reference numeral 10. Injection molding machine 10 includes extruder 12 fluidly connected to mold 14. Screw 16 extends along a longitudinal axis and is rotatably supported within barrel 18 to convey polymeric material downstream within polymer processing space 20 toward mold 14. Barrel 18 is adapted to receive polymeric materials that are fluidic, or can form a fluid that subsequently hardens to form a conventional, or solid, polymeric article or component. Barrel 18 includes a first end fluidly connected to mold 14 through an optional nucleating pathway 19 of nozzle 17 and a second, opposite end having aperture 21 extending therethrough. Drive motor 23 is operatively connected to screw 16 by drive shaft 25 extending through aperture 21 in second end of barrel 18. Drive motor 23 is operatively connected to a controller (not shown) for controlling rotational and axial movement of screw 16.

Injection molding machine 10 includes hopper 40 for introducing material into barrel 18. The material in hopper 40 is delivered into polymer processing space 20 within barrel 18 through orifice 42. Polymer processing space 20 is defined by the outer surface of screw 16 and the inner surface of barrel 18. It is noted that the material (e.g., polycarbonate) may be in the form of solid pellets introduced through orifice 42 and plasticized within barrel 18. In connection with the present invention, it is noted a fluidic stream of polymeric material is established in the barrel 18.

A plurality of temperature control units 29 are positioned along barrel 18. For example, control units 29 can take any suitable form such as electrical heaters or the like. It is intended for control units 29 to heat a stream of pelletized or fluid polymeric material within barrel 18 to facilitate melting and/or cooling of the stream to control viscosity. Control units 29 can operate differently at different locations along barrel 18. For example, a first portion of control units 29 may heat the stream at one or more locations along barrel 18 while a second portion of the control units 29 may cool the stream at one or more different locations along barrel 18.

Injection molding machine 10 further includes restriction element 35 upstream of hopper 40 to maintain the polymeric material at sufficient pressure throughout the injection process. Restriction element 35 is one example of an arrangement in which extruder 12 is constructed and arranged to maintain the material within polymeric processing space 20 downstream of inlet 50 of an optional nucleating pathway 19 at a relatively high pressure through an injection or ejection cycle, hereinafter described. Restriction element 35 can take any of a variety of forms known in the art for restricting the upstream flow of polymeric material, such as a blister, a dam across the feed-section of the screw, a reverse screw flight, a valve or a ring check valve.

In order to form the component in accordance with the methodology of the present invention, it is contemplated to provide a polymeric material, e.g., polycarbonate, polysulfone, polypropylene or low-density polyethylene, in a pelletized form in hopper 40. A nucleating agent, such as nanoclay, is dispersed in a liquid, such as water (H₂O), and provided in storage container 48. Alternatively, the nucleating agent such as a salt, e.g., sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride (CaCl₂), or magnesium chloride (MgCl₂) may be dispersed in the liquid in order to fully disperse the nucleating agent in the liquid. Input 54 of tubing 56 is operatively connected to the output of storage container 48 and output 58 of tubing 56 is operatively connected to polymer processing space 20 of barrel 18 at orifice 42. Valve 60 may be provided in tubing 56 to selectively control the flow of the nucleating agent/liquid mixture into polymer processing space 20 of barrel 18.

At the beginning of an injection cycle, screw 16 is axially positioned adjacent the first end of barrel 18 in an initial position. The pelletized polymeric material and the liquid having the nucleating agent dispersed/dissolved therein is delivered into polymer processing space 20 in barrel 18 through orifice 42. Screw 16 is rotated to urge the polymeric material downstream such that the mechanical energy generated by rotation of screw 16 and control units 29 plasticize the polymeric material in polymer processing space 20 in barrel 18. The liquid with the nucleating agent dispersed/dissolved therein is mixed and dissolved into polymeric material via screw 16 to form a mixture with numerous water and/or water vapor droplets dispersed in the plasticized polymeric material, and/or a solution defined by the plasticized polymeric material having water dissolved therein. Screw 16 maintains sufficient back pressure at all times to prevent the loss of pressure within extruder 12. The solution travels towards and accumulates in accumulation region 28 within barrel 18 downstream of screw 16.

Once a sufficient volume of the mixture/solution has accumulated in the accumulation region 28, screw 16 is moved in a downstream direction so as to inject the solution into the optional nucleating pathway 19 through inlet 50 thereof. As the solution passes through the optional nucleating pathway 19, the pressure drop in the nucleating pathway 19 or in the mold causes the liquid (e.g., water) or the pressurized water vapor droplets to take on a gaseous or expanded state and form bubbles in the polymeric material. The nucleating agent (i.e., the salt) reduces the size of the bubbles formed in the polymeric material and increases the bubble density. As a result, a large number of bubble nuclei are produced in the
polymeric material. The nucleated polymeric material is injected into the molding chamber of mold 14 through outlet 52 of nucleating pathway 19. After injection, screw 16 once again rotates to build up the polymeric material in the accumulation region 28 for the next injection.

The nucleated polymeric material received in the molding chamber of mold 14 begins to cool as soon as the nucleated polymeric material contacts inner surface 14a of mold 14. The molding chamber of mold 14 is filled with the nucleated polymeric material and the nucleated polymeric material solidifies into a part as it cools. After a sufficient time period has passed, the cooled part may be ejected from mold 14. As is conventional, the size and shape of the fabricated component corresponds to the size and shape of the molding chamber of mold 14. Mold 14 is opened and the part is ejected therefrom. Once the fabricated component is ejected, mold 14 is closed and the process may be repeated.

Referring to Table 1, a series of tensile test bars were molded in order to examine the weight and mechanical properties of components fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention as compared to components fabricated with conventional solid injection molding and current microcellular injection molding processes. Using microcellular injection molding machine 10, a first, solid tensile test bar (PC-S) was fabricated solely from a commercial grade polycarbonate (PC) with a melt flow rate of 10.5 g/10 min (300°C; 1.2 kg). A second tensile test bar (PC-N) was fabricated from the commercial grade polycarbonate having supercritical fluid, e.g., nitrogen N₂, introduced therein prior to injection of the polycarbonate into mold 14. Finally, a series of tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8) were fabricated with various molding parameters in accordance with the methodology of the present invention. More specifically, salt (NaCl) was dissolved in water and mixed into the polycarbonate via screw 16 to form a mixture with numerous water and/or water vapor droplets dispersed in the plasticized polycarbonate material, and/or a solution defined by the plasticized polycarbonate material having water dissolved therein. Screw 16 is maintained at a sufficient back pressure, e.g., 55 bars, at all times to prevent the loss of pressure within extruder 12. The solution travels towards and accumulates in accumulation region 28 within barrel 18 downstream of screw 16. Once a sufficient volume of the mixture/solution has accumulated in the accumulation region 28, screw 16 is moved in a downstream direction so as to inject the solution into an optional nucleating pathway 19 through inlet 50 thereof. As the solution passes through the optional nucleating pathway 19, the pressure drop in the optional nucleating pathway 19 or in the mold causes the water or the pressurized water vapor droplets to take on a gaseous or expanded state and form bubbles in the polycarbonate material. The nucleated polycarbonate material is injected into the molding chamber of mold 14 through outlet 52 of the optional nucleating pathway 19 so as to form one of the series of tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8). The process is repeated with varying injection molding parameters in a wide processing window to fabricate tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8). Table 1 depicts the molding parameters used to fabricate tensile test bars (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8), together with the calculated nitrogen and water contents of the molded tensile test bars (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8) in terms of weight percentage (the negligible weight of salt in the water was ignored).

Depending on the water or supercritical fluid content and expandability of each material, many different shot volumes were tried and, in the end, two shot volumes (19.5 and 20.5 cm³) were selected to ensure maximum material savings and complete filling of molding chamber of mold 14 without shrinkage. As shown in Table 1, the average weight reduction of the microcellular injection molded tensile test bar (PC-N) and the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8) was approximately 10% as compared to the conventional solid injection tensile test bar (PC-S). The weight reduction was calculated on the basis of only the tensile test bars, i.e., without runners and sprue. For the fabrication of all of the molding tensile test bars (PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8), the volumetric injection flow rate for foamed parts was set at 60 cm³/s and the nozzle (melt) temperature and coolant (mold) temperature were set at 300°C. and 85°C, respectively. Since the expansion of cells compensated for the volumetric shrinkage of the solidifying melt, no packing stage was needed when fabricating the microcellular injection molded tensile test bar (PC-N) and the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8). A packing time of 4.3 seconds was used in the fabrication of the conventional solid injection tensile test bar (PC-S). Finally, a cooling time was set at 40 seconds for all the tensile test bars (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8) fabricated.

After fabrication of the molded tensile test bars (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8), two-dimensional surface roughness (2D-SR) measurements were taken of each via a surface roughness analyzer. As is known, a surface roughness analyzer amplifies the deflection of a stylus and calculates a surface roughness parameter, Ra, from a reading. The surface roughness parameter, Ra, is the arithmetic mean of the departures of the profile from the mean line and may be used to quantify the roughness of a sample. In the present example, the stylus traversed 2.5 mm of each molded tensile test bar (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8) in a predetermined direction on the surfaces thereof at a fixed rate of 0.25 mm/s.

Referring to FIG. 2, based upon the data collected, it is evident that the solid injection molded tensile test bar (PC-S) exhibited the lowest surface roughness. However, it is also apparent that the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8) fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention also exhibited lower surface roughness as compared to the microcellular injection molded tensile test bar (PC-N). In fact, the surface roughness of the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8) fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention was comparable to that of the solid injection molded tensile test bar (PC-S). Further, it is noted that all of the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W1: PC-W-8) had similar surface qualities despite variations in salt concentrations, water feeding rates, and shot volumes. As such, it can be appreciated that the methodology of the present invention is fairly robust in producing molded parts with desirable surface qualities.

Referring to Table 2, a graphical representation of the mechanical properties of the components fabricated in accordance with the methodology of the present invention (PC-W1: PC-W-8) as compared to the components fabricated with conventional solid injection molding and current microcellular injection molding processes (PC-S and PC-N) is provided. More specifically, Table 2 depicts the values of average mechanical properties (such as Young’s modulus, ultimate strength, and strain at break of tensile test bars according to the ASTM D638-03 standard) of the molded tensile test bars (PC-S; PC-N; and PC-W1: PC-W-8). In addition, Table 2 also lists the specific Young’s modulus and ultimate strength to take into account the lighter part weight and lesser material used in the foamed parts. It can be understood that the water-
assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W-1: PC-W-8) have a higher specific Young's modulus than the conventional solid injection molded tensile test bar (PC-S) and the microcellular injection molded tensile test bar (PC-N). This is a result of the addition of salt to the water-assisted microcellular injection molded tensile test bars (PC-W-1: PC-W-8), which not only serves as a nucleating agent, but also acts as a rigid reinforcing filler. It is typical for polymer composites with rigid mineral additives to exhibit a higher Young's modulus at the expense of ductility.

It can be appreciated that various types of liquids and/or liquid blowing agents may be used in the methodology of the present invention a substitute for water, as heretofore described. For example, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), hydrocarbons (HCs), glycerol, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or methylpyrrolidone (NMP) may be use instead of water. Further, it is contemplated to add one or more additives to the polymeric material, liquid and nucleating agent in polymer processing space 20 of barrel 18, as heretofore described, in order to provide fabricated components with special physical characteristics such as antimicrobial surfaces or self-healing parts. More specifically, by providing an additive to the combination of the polymeric material, liquid and nucleating agent in polymer processing space 20 of barrel 18, the bubbles formed in the component may contain the additive and become functionalized. Similarly, colored bubbles may be fabricated by dissolving a nucleating agent, such as CuSO4 (light blue) and FeCl3 (light brown), into the liquid so as to add color to the component. Alternatively, to enhance the ductility or toughness of the fabricated component, one can introduce micro- or nano-particles, such as nanoclay, talc, nano SiO2, cellulose nanofibers, or elastomeric core-shell particles, into the liquid to be mixed into the polymeric material. It is contemplated for these micro- or nano-particles to also serve as the nucleating agent.

Various modes of carrying out the invention are contemplated as being within the scope of the following claims particularly pointing and distinctly claiming the subject matter that is regarded as the invention.

We claim:

1. A method of fabricating an injection-molded component, comprising the steps of:
   - dispersing a nucleating agent in a liquid, the liquid including water;
   - introducing a polymer directly into an injection barrel of an injection molding machine;
   - introducing the liquid and nucleating agent directly into the injection barrel of the injection molding machine, at least a portion of the liquid and the nucleating agent being isolated from the polymer prior to introduction into the injection barrel;
   - plasticizing the polymer in the injection barrel;
   - mixing the liquid and nucleating agent into the plasticized polymer;
   - injecting the mixed liquid, nucleating agent and polymer into a mold corresponding in shape to the component; and
   - releasing the component from the mold.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the nucleating agent is a salt.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the nucleating agent is dissolved in the liquid prior to introduction into the injection barrel.

4. The method of claim 1 comprising the additional step of introducing an additive into the injection barrel, the additive altering a physical characteristic of the formed component.

5. A method of fabricating an injection-molded component, comprising the steps of:
   - dispersing a nucleating agent in a liquid, the liquid including water;
   - introducing the liquid directly into an injection barrel of an injection molding machine;
   - introducing a polymer into the injection barrel of the injection molding machine, the polymer being isolated from at least a portion of the liquid prior to introduction into the injection barrel;
   - plasticizing the polymer in the injection barrel;
   - mixing the liquid into the plasticized polymer;
   - injecting the mixed liquid and polymer into a mold corresponding in shape to the component; and
   - releasing the component from the mold.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the nucleating agent is a salt.

7. The method of claim 5 wherein the nucleating agent is sodium chloride.

8. The method of claim 5 comprising the additional step of introducing an additive into the injection barrel, the additive altering a physical characteristic of the formed component.

9. The method of claim 5 wherein the step of dispersing the nucleating agent in the liquid includes the step of dissolving the nucleating agent in the liquid.

* * * * *